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Captain’s Corner 

 
It seems strange that this will be the last newsletter of the main season this 
year.  Although the memory of that long spell of magnificent weather has 
already been supplanted by a rather wet and windy couple of months, 
throughout it all our greens staff have fought on to give us a course of which 
we can be proud.  I have checked with our office helpers and Club           
Ambassadors, who have had the closest contact with visitors during the    
season, and I can tell you that the emphatic feedback is that they thought 
the course quality exceptional.  Many have said it was the best course they 
played in the region and all of them wanted to come back.  Of course as 
members we have benefited even more; on behalf of us all I give our sincere 
thanks and appreciation to John Houston and his team. 
 
My thanks also to the host of volunteers who keep the Club working and do 
so in such a friendly, accommodating and "can do” fashion.  This, together 
with the excellent catering provided by Duangjai and Mark, is making our 
Club the place to come and play and enjoy your golf in our region.  Work has 
already begun to prepare for next year and if you have some time and    
expertise to offer, please get in touch. 
 
My congratulations to the many worthy trophy winners this year.  I have 
done my bit by losing any I held and I will spend the winter dusting an   
empty mantelpiece in preparation for next season.  I remain a true golfer 
with aspirations outstripping ability and positive that, next season, I will play 
better. 
 
And yes, we continue to live in interesting times.  There are some further 
rules changes that we will highlight as we approach 2019 - aimed at making 
the game simpler and less prone to delays - and the issue of increased    
affiliation fees paid to Scottish Golf Limited (our “Union”) has re-emerged. 
The South Association and most Clubs in the region - including us - will vote 
against this increase because we don’t feel that, in financially challenging 
times, filling a hole in Scottish Golf Limited’s budget is a priority for our 
members.  But it is true for all clubs that more members and visitors will help 
- we have a great Club and course so, please, spread the word. 
 
Enjoy your golf this autumn and let’s all hope for one more good spell of 
weather! 
 
Jon, 

September 2018 
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 Ladies’ News 

The change in the weather has affected playing   
numbers of late. For the past 4 weeks, handicaps 
have been reduction only, but I think this may be just 
us adjusting to playing off grass again.   
 
We continue to attract good numbers for the weekly 
competitions.  Our 9 hole competitions are well    
supported and we have 3 new ladies with handicaps. 
 
The Wallace Rosebowl was played for on the 28th of 
July. After a wet start in the morning, most of the 
Ladies managed to get round and remain dry.  Addie 
Spiers was our winner this year.  

Gladys and Margaret are through to the 5th round of 
the Daily Mail Foursomes which is the best result we 
have ever had. 
 
The Gill Russell trophy was won by Liz Davidson with 
a remarkable score of 62. 
 
The ladies are glad to see the new signage up at the 
ponds. 
 
We are now down to 12/9 holes on Tuesdays 
(weather dependant) to accommodate working ladies 
who play in the evening. 
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Competition News 

Ladies’ Invitational 
 
On 23rd August we hosted an invitational with New Galloway and  Gatehouse Ladies.  The weather nearly foiled 
us again, but everyone turned up to play and we managed 12 holes without getting wet. The Bay Hotel did a 
splendid job of providing us with a hearty lunch and I think we all look forward to getting together again next 
year. Winners on the day were the Delinquent Dimples, Hilary Austin, Liz Roberts and Sandra Lancaster. 
 

Knockout competitions 
The results of the Knockout competitions are as follows: 
 
Campbell Cup   –  Jan Mattison and Angela Hiddleston 
MacDonald Cup   –  Jan Mattison  
Ladies’ Championship – Jan Mattison  



 

 Ladies’ News, continued 

 

The Dee Salver 
 
 
Our annual greensomes open competition, The Dee Salver, took place on Sunday, 16th of September.  We had 

a good entry this year and luckily the Weather was favourable.  Everyone said how much they enjoyed the day. 

The prize giving was well attended and we all appreciated, Club Captain, Jon’s tribute to Marjorie Clement, who 

along with Irene Fair were the original presenters of the Dee Salver and has   sponsored the competition since 

1977.  We were delighted when Marjorie’s niece, Linda Middleton, generously agreed to come along in her   

absence to present the prizes.  

 

See page 8 for the winners’ photograph. 
 
 
 
 
 

Ladies’ Club Champion 
 
 
Congratulations to our Ladies Club Champion Jan 
Mattison (pictured right) who was presented with 
the Trophy following the Dee Salver. 
 
Jan completed a matchplay treble this season by  
including the McDonald Cup and Campbell Cup Pairs 

along with Angela Hiddleston! 
 
And a big Thank You to Sam Kelly for all the     
wonderful photographs.  
 
We are looking forward now to the start of the  

Winter League and eclectic.  

 

Where has this year gone! 
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More Competition News 

Mystery Maid? 
 

Did you guess who this Glam, Golfing Gal was in our 
last issue? 
 
It was Angela Hiddleston, the Ladies’ Treasurer! 
 
If you entered and  guessed correctly, your winning 
cheque for £20 will be in the post shortly. 

Isobel, 

Ladies’ Captain. 



 

 

Volunteers, please 
 

We are always on the  
lookout for volunteers to 
help in the Office to provide 
longer hours of cover and 
(preferably) a 7-days-a- 
week service.  If you are 
happy to offer some time 
and are okay with        
computers (for the email, 
tee booking and the    
membership systems we 
operate), answering the 
phone and dealing with  
Visitors, then please get in 
touch.  Even the odd day to 
cover other absences would 
be helpful. 
 
Please get in touch if you 
can help at all.  Thanks. 
 

Did you know? 

 
Starting in 1457, golf 
was banned throughout       

Scotland by the  
nation’s Parliament, 
which believed it        
interfered with resi-

dents’ military training. 
This ban was repeated 
twice more, in 1471 and 
1491. Nearly 300 years 
later, The  Royal and An-
cient Golf Club of St. An-
drews was founded.  
 
 
Long before the  advent 
of tees,  golfers played 
off hand-built sand piles. 

That all changed, of 
course, when tees 
were invent-
ed, gaining       pop-

ularity during the 1920s. 
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Juniors 

Juniors News 

Two summer camps have been run during the last few months and both have 

proved to be very successful.  

 

The Joanna Shamash trophy was a huge success with 52 competitors taking 

part.  

 

The Junior Tassie took place on 1st September and was won by our own John 

Roger (80-12=68).  Callum Jeffrey of Langholm (81-12=69) was second with 

Kirkcudbright’s Callum McMillan (77-5=72) coming third and shooting the lowest 

gross score. 

 

For future events, please contact Eddie Carruthers for more details or see the 

posters on the Junior Noticeboard in the clubhouse. 

 

 

Eddie Carruthers, 

Junior Section. 



 

 

Match News 
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Malcolm Kirkwood, 
Match Secretary 

It was decided to increase entry fees for club gents’ competitions from £2.50 to 
£3.00, starting with this year’s winter league.  The previous fee had been in place for 
several years and the Committee thought it was due a small increase.  This will help 
to boost the club’s funds, which are always in need of support.  We hope you all  
understand the need for this and won’t mind too much. 
 

Winter League 
 
The Winter Fixture List has been drawn up and is available on the website and in the 
locker room.  We plan to trial the sign-in option on Handicap Master throughout the 
winter programme and to ultimately replace the paper sheet, if successful.  
 
The Winter League Programme begins on Sunday 7th October and will be as keenly 
contested as ever I’m sure. 
 
The 2019 Fixtures have been agreed and the Open Competitions submitted to the 
South of Scotland Association. 

Matchplay Results 
 

With the matchplay events spread out this season there 
was no meaningful Finals Day to speak of, but the format 
was just as exciting and is now complete.  
 
The winners were: 
 
Club Champion - Iain Rae 
B Champion - Stuart Maxwell 
C Champion - John Marsden 
Springbank Trophy - Malcolm Kirkwood 
AC Brown - Alastair McGowan & Kevin Morrison 
Robb Quaich - Michael McFadyen & Caroline Ironmonger 
 

Increase in gents’ competition fees 
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Treasurer’s Report 

 
Golfalotto 
 
The winner of the £60 monthly Golfalotto draw for August was Sheila Semple while the September winner was 
David Gibbs-Smith (our Captain’s son).  Congratulations to both winners. 
 

YOU CAN STILL JOIN GOLFALOTTO !   
 
The cost is now only £172 (down from £180), and a new entrant would participate in the £950+ draw at the AGM 
this year as well as all other future draws including the BIG ONE in 2022 of approximately £4,000. 
 
The payment can be made Annually, or by Monthly Standing Order. 
The reason for the reduction is that someone joining now will have missed out on the possibility of winning this 
years monthly draws. 
 
Details from the Office, by email from Donald Shamash (dgshamash@gmail.com) or telephone 01557 330065. 
 
Donald Shamash, 
Treasurer. 
 
 

  

Fungi on the course is being treated with azoxystrobin fungicide 
(Editor’s note : to pre-empt all the letters I’m expecting, yes, the 
chemical formula for this is C22H17N3O5 ) and hollow coring of some 
greens has taken place. The fairway cutter broke down last month 
but has been fixed for the time being. However, greens cutting 
cylinders will require to be replaced over the winter. Diseased 
larch trees between the 5th and 12th holes will be cut down 
(hopefully before September) to stop infection spreading. And the 
dead sycamore on the 9th tee will also be removed. 
 
Adam Gray, 

Greens Convenor. 
 
 
 

  

Greens Report 

mailto:dgshamash@gmail.com
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Recent Competition Winners and photos #1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rab’s Claret Jug 
 

On 31st August, the EGGS competed for Rab’s Claret 
Jug.  With 38 players taking part, the competition 
was stiff and 25 players scored 30 points or above.  
The eventual winner (from the very last group) with 
38 points was David Harris (pictured receiving the 
trophy from Rab’s widow, Joyce Middleton).  There 
were 3 players scoring 37 points - Colin Kennedy, 
Billy McCartney and Eddie Carruthers (2nd, 3rd and 
4th, respectively).  
 
Rab and Joyce Middleton were popular members of 
the club for many years. Rab spent all of his working 
life at Galloway Eggs Ltd, and when he retired, he 
became one of the EGGS’ most popular members, 

always with a smile on his face, and a kind word for 
everybody. 
 
When she wasn’t playing golf herself, Joyce spent  
much of her time in the clubhouse with Mary and 
Betty the stewardesses. It was lovely to see her in 
the clubhouse for the prizegiving, and although she 
has difficulty in walking, she really enjoyed her   
afternoon.  
 
 

Dalziel Trophy 
 

Our premier Gents Open Pairs   
Competition, the  Dalziel Trophy 
took place on 8th September and was 

a closely fought contest (as always) 
with only five shots splitting the top 
ten pairs. The eventual winners were 
Davie McKie & Robbie McCreath from 
Gatehouse & Southerness           

(respectively) with a score of 68 
(pictured left). 
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Recent Competition Winners and photos #2 

 

Congratulations to Margaret Stryjewski & Jane     
Richardson on winning the Dee Salver with a score 
of 69.2. 
 
The ladies were kindly presented with the Dee    
Salver by Linda Middleton, niece of our late Vice 
President, Marjorie Clement. 

 
Here’s Jan collecting the McDonald Cup, too. 
 
 

And Jan Mattison along with Angela Hiddleston being presented with the Campbell Cup Pairs trophy.  
Well done, ladies, and Jan in particular. 
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Recent Competition Winners and photos #3 

 

Congratulations to Margaret & Janet,  

Campbell Cup Runners up. 

 
Ladies Champion Runner-Up Karen Shamash. 

The Delinquent Dimples - winners on Invitational Day. 
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To move or not to move – the Loose Impediment conundrum  

 

In our club house recently, there was a discussion that confused most and divided opinion. When and where can 
you move twigs, soil, sand, etc? Now I was wrong once, but it was later proved to be a mistake. So is my    
thinking correct. Can we solve the conflicting information of Rule 23 and Rule 13. 
 

Rule 23 - Loose Impediments 
 
First, let’s sort out what is a Loose Impediment. Loose Impediments are natural objects and movable            
obstructions are anything artificial that can be moved (see local rules) without unreasonable effort. Here is a 
sample list of some of the items that may find during your round on the golf course.  
 
 

 
Be aware, that under the Rules, sand and loose soil are loose impediments only on the putting green, 
but not elsewhere; snow and natural ice, other than frost, are either casual water or loose impediments, at the 
option of the player; and dew and frost are not loose impediments.  
 
Some loose impediments may be transformed into obstructions through processes of construction or manufactur-
ing. For example, a log (loose impediment) that has been split and has legs attached has been changed by    
construction into a bench (obstruction), such as the seat at the first tee. Also, there may be loose impediments 
that when placed together make up an obstruction. An example of this would be a manufactured path 
(immovable obstruction) made of shells. If a player’s ball lies on such a path and he/she chooses not to take 
relief, then he/she may move any of the shells before making his/her stroke, providing that he/she does not 
move their ball in doing so. 
 
Continued... 
 
 

Loose Impediments 
(natural) 

Movable Obstruction 

(artificial) 

stones bunker rakes 

leaves other players’ golf clubs 

branches and twigs stakes (except out of bounds) 

pine cones signage and ropes 

dung and droppings bottles and cans 

insects score cards 

worms and their casts pens and pencils 

spiders and their webs paper, tissues 

half-eaten fruit plastic bags 

fruit skins packets and boxes 

ant hills toys 

dead birds and animals match sticks or cigarettes 

aeration plugs lost or abandoned balls 

clods of earth loose stones from a wall 

gravel wood manufactured into planks 

crushed shells cables 

wood chips doors or windows 



 

 

Except when both the loose impediment and the ball lie in, or touch, the same bunker or water hazard, any loose 
impediment may be moved. But if the player causes their ball to move while removing the loose impediment, 
they are penalised one stroke and the ball must be replaced, unless the ball is on the putting green when there is 
no penalty.  
 
See the R&A version here. 
 

Movable Obstructions 
 
Movable obstructions can be removed anywhere on the course, including when the ball lies in a hazard, and there 
is no penalty if the ball moves during the removal, but again it must be placed where it was before it was moved. 
For example, if you move a seat, it must be replaced in exactly the same position. But if it is deemed an immova-
ble obstruction in local rules, you must take free relief.  If the ball lies in or on the obstruction, the ball may be 
lifted and the obstruction removed. The ball must then be dropped, or on the putting green placed, as near as 
possible to the spot directly under the place where the ball lay in or on the obstruction, not nearer the hole.  
 
There are lots of scenarios about loose impediments and looking for your ball in a bunker, but perhaps these are 
for discussion at a later date.  

 
All of the above is only a guide line. At Kirkcudbright, many players putt from off the green and get confused with 
what they can and cannot remove. First, let’s talk about how you remove. You are not permitted to take your club 
or putter and push or flatten the green, except when repairing a pitch mark. If there is a worm cast on your line 
you must remove it, say, with the back of your hand, or in my day the “doff of your bunnet”. Remember it is a 
loose impediment so should be easily removed. If it requires “surgery”, is it a “loose impediment”? One example 
would be at our second green where a beech nut has been imbedded into the green - is it really a loose          
impediment? 
 
If you are off the green on the fairway or fringe, you can move any loose impediment on your line whither on the 
fairway or on the green. NOW the CRUNCH - soil and sand are only considered as loose impediments on the 
green!!! So you can move, say, a twig or cut grass from the fringe, but not a worm cast or sand from a bunker or 
sand from top dressing. Yet you can walk forward and remove the worm cast or sand from the green. This one 
even catches out the top pros. I remember Rory McIlroy and others being penalised two shots for brushing sand 
(from a bunker) off the fringe. 
 
Am I talking rubbish? (movable)!  
 
Maurice Halliday, 
Captain 2017 

To move or not to move – the Loose Impediment conundrum (continued) 
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https://www.randa.org/en/rulesequipment/rules/quickguide/relief-situations-and-procedures/loose-impediments


 

 

A man who can putt  

is a match for anyone. 
Willie Park 
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EGGS’ news 

The match against Eden Mallards was notable only for the lack of opposi-
tion.  Having travelled to the other side of Carlisle for a fixture that had 
been confirmed the week before, we were left to play a game amongst 
ourselves.  
 
The match at home to Thornhill was played with the EGGS triumphing by  
4-2 thus regaining the inter-club trophy which had been lost earlier in the 
season. 
 

Kirkcudbrightshire Seniors 
 
On 27th July Kirkcudbright hosted the Kirkcudbrightshire Seniors event 
and thanks to the EGGS, the event had the largest entry for many years. 
There were 3 age sections and a scratch prize, and many of the prize win-
ners were from Kirkcudbright.  
 
The EGGS August Medal was won by Jack McCreadie with Rod McAllister 
second and Billy McCartney third. Rab’s Claret Jug was played for on 31st 
August with 38 playing for one of the most popular trophies. It was won, 
with 38 points, by Dave Harris with Colin Kennedy, Billy McCartney and 
Eddie Carruthers all on 37 points and separated only on the countback.  

 

September Outing 
 
A very enjoyable outing to Dumfries and County found the course in    
excellent condition with hospitality in the Clubhouse to a very high    
standard. Thanks must go to the organiser and the professional at the 
County. 
 
 

Andy McMinn, 
EGGS Captain. 

EGGS results 
from recent 
weeks 
 

Medals 
 
The September medal saw 
three players tied with 36 
points and it was good to 
see Bob Mack winning his 
first competition beating 
Donald Shamash and Peter 
Haynes on countback.  

Betty’s Trophy 
 
Betty's trophy was 
postponed for two weeks 
following adverse weather 
warnings.  
 

Join Us 
 
The EGGS meet every   
Friday for the draw at 9:45 
and anyone 55 or over who 
wants good sociable golf 
and excellent company is 
welcome to join us for the 
princely sum of £2 for a 
year’s membership.  The 
weekly sweeps and other 
competitions are usually a 
£2 entry fee, too. 

The season is starting to wind down and the weather is starting to have an 
effect on Fridays but as yet, we have not had to cancel. The Summer 
Festivities Seniors Open was a very successful event with Alastair McGowan, 
Barry Stryjewski and John Thomson taking the first three places in a field of 
62, in very challenging conditions.  
 

July was a fairly steady month for the EGGS beginning with the EGGS Shield 

Stroke Play Competition played over two rounds. It was won by Alastair 
Millar (66, 66) from Steve Groome (64, 69) and Eddie Carruthers (67, 68).  
 

EGGS matches 
 
An away match at Thornhill resulted in a 6-0 defeat and we were beaten  at 
Glenluce 5-1 to complete an unsuccessful month. The joy of beating 
Lochmaben five and a half to one and a half away last month was tempered 
by losing the home fixture by the same score.  
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Kirkcudbright Golf Club  

Stirling Crescent 

Kirkcudbright 

Dumfries & Galloway 

DG6 4EZ 
 

Telephone: 01557 330314 

E-mail: office@kirkcudbrightgolf.co.uk 

 

Website:  www.kirkcudbrightgolf.co.uk 

Keep In Touch 

Social media 
 

https://www.facebook.com/kirkcudbrightgolf/ 

 

https://twitter.com/search?vertical=default&q=kbtgolfclub 

 

https://www.instagram.com/kbt_golf 
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The Last Word (from the Editor) 

Forever Autumn? 
 

Well, maybe not for ever but it is just around the corner.  So, as the leaves start to turn golden brown and the nights get 

cooler, do remember what a fantastic summer we’ve had this year.  We might not get another one like that for quite 

some time.  Then again, we keep hearing about how global warming is going to make our winters wetter and our      

summers hotter and drier.  Or is that “Fake News”? 

So as the summer season draws to a close, remember that there is still a Winter League for Ladies, Gents and the EGGS.  

Hope to see you out on the course soon, weather permitting, of course. 

Contributions from members are always thin on the ground so if you have something to say, let us know.  And if you want 

to remain anonymous, just say so and we’ll ensure the paparazzi aren’t constantly hanging around your house for the 

next few weeks. 

I know it’s only September and 2019 is still a few months off but as you may have already heard, there are some new 

rule changes for golf that will come into effect on 1st January.  We’ll be highlighting these in the next issue so that you 

can be prepared for that first game of the new year knowing that you have the knowledge required for those situations 

when the Rules of Golf rears its ugly head. 

Play well... 

The Editor. 

http://www.kirkcudbrightgolf.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/kirkcudbrightgolf/
https://twitter.com/search?vertical=default&q=kbtgolfclub
https://www.instagram.com/kbt_golf

